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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Two years into the pandemic, the confusion, contradictions and censorship that have plagued the

response since the early days continues. January 24, 2022, U.S. Sen. Ron Johnson moderated the

COVID-19: A Second Opinion roundtable in Washington, D.C., to provide different perspectives on

the pandemic response worldwide, the state of early treatment and hospital treatment and eNcacy

of COVID-19 shots.

He asked listeners to keep an open mind during the nearly Qve-hour panel discussion, which, he

pointed out, wouldn’t have been needed had the public been honestly informed during each step of

the pandemic response.

“There’s so much we don’t know. I would have liked to see a much larger dose of modesty coming

out of our federal health oNcials and the legacy media and Big Tech,” Johnson said. “We would be

so much better off if there was robust debate and discussion.”  That, however, did not occur, as an

unprecedented assault on the freedom of speech and medical care took hold instead.

Only one narrative has been allowed to be heard during the pandemic; those who questioned it were

discredited and ostracized, necessitating open meetings like this roundtable to discuss what went

right, what went wrong and where to go from here.

The panel included an all-star lineup with some of the most brilliant minds in their Qelds. Nearly all

of them have experienced censorship, intimidation or professional reprisal and damage as a result

of their advocacy, Johnson said. If you can, tune in to the entire discussion, or at least the

condensed 34-minute version Johnson posted online, which is below.  I’ve also summarized some

of the most important highlights to follow.

Fraud at FDA Regarding Hydroxychloroquine Warning

Working in tandem with scientiQc censorship is a modern-day witch hunt targeting physicians who

are treating COVID-19 early, using generic, low-cost medications and compounds like vitamin C.

Meanwhile, rules and regulations about bioethics are being completely disregarded.

Dr. Harvey Risch, professor of epidemiology at Yale School of Public Health, brought up a warning

by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration against the use of hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine to

treat COVID-19 outside of a hospital setting or a clinical trial, due to a risk of heart rhythm

problems.  However, they state that this is based on information from a trial in hospitalized

patients. Risch states:

“As we know from two years of dealing with COVID, it’s a completely different illness,

treated with different drugs, different medications, in the hospital. Outpatient disease is @u-

like. Hospital disease is a … pneumonia.

And so, the fact that the FDA would base recommendations and warnings on hospital

disease, which is a totally different disease than outpatient disease is a fraud. This website

is still there today and constitutes an outright fraud.”

Early Treatment Is Critical, but Silenced

Dr. Ryan Cole, CEO and medical director of the laboratory Cole Diagnostics, used an example of an

obese patient he spoke with who had COVID-19. He told him to go to the pharmacy instead of the

ER, and prescribed him medications “which shall not be named.”

Just six hours later, his lung pain was signiQcantly better. By the next morning, his oxygen

saturation had improved from 86% to 98%. The patient, he then revealed, is his brother, who may

not be alive today had Cole not provided early treatment — treatment that’s still being ignored by

most U.S. physicians and hospitals to this day.

New York pulmonologist Dr. Pierre Kory, an unapologetic champion of evidence-based medicine,

also called attention to the corruption that’s been ongoing throughout the pandemic:

“If you look at these innumerable failed policies, there’s only one way to understand them.

They are literally written by pharmaceutical companies. Almost every single policy serves

the interest of the pharmaceutical companies. However, if you look outside the United

States and look around the world, there have been numerous successes.”

Kory notes that there are multiple compounds that have been used successfully in early COVID-19

treatment, and nearly all of them are repurposed or generic. “As one of the world experts on

ivermectin, let me just talk about some programs, which use ivermectin,” he said.

While in the U.S., ivermectin has been targeted as a horse dewormer that’s only used by the

“ignorant” or “anti-vaxxers,” Kory says, “That medication has been shown to literally solve the

pandemic in numerous regions around the world.”

Dr. Richard Urso, an ophthalmologist in Houston and a member of America's Frontline Doctors,

explained that the situation got so dire, with early treatment being denied, that even though he’s an

ophthalmologist, he treated more than 1,600 patients for COVID-19 because “they were languishing

at home” with no treatment for the ingammation, respiratory distress and blood clotting that they

were experiencing.

“It’s absolutely absurd, and I wasn’t going to let it happen,” he said,  even though it was common

knowledge that those prescribing ivermectin and other drugs for this purpose were getting Qred. Dr.

Mary Talley Bowden, an ear, nose and throat (ENT) specialist from Houston, has similarly been

treating patients for COVID-19 after their primary care physicians refused to do so.

She estimated that, using protocols such as ivermectin, high-dose IV steroids and vitamin C, she’s

kept more than 2,000 people out of the hospital. She became involved in a case with a sheriff’s

deputy who was hospitalized for COVID-19. His wife called her out of desperation because the

hospital wasn’t giving him proper treatment.

She sued the hospital, Bowden testiQed, and they won, but the hospital refused to grant her

privileges to treat the patient there, even though, she says, “I have a spotless record.” “I was

furious,” she continued. “That’s when it all changed for me.”  She now has only one hospital where

she feels she can send COVID-19 patients to be treated correctly.

Bowden has recently Qled a lawsuit against Houston Methodist Hospital, which was one of the Qrst

in the U.S. to mandate COVID-19 shots for its workers. She is seeking the hospital’s Qnancial

records over concerns that they’re generating revenue from the COVID-19 shots they’ve made

mandatory.

Dr. Harpal Mangat in Maryland has similarly treated over 1,000 COVID-19 patients successfully,

using high-dose IV steroids and other options, and he stated that he’s experienced the same

resistance and backlash from the medical community as Bowden.

Health Policy Unfairly Harms Children

Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology,  raised

concerns about the pandemic response’s effects on children, stating that public policies have had a

particularly strong adverse effect on the young. He called COVID-19 injection mandates

“completely unjustiQed” for children.

Dr. Jay Bhattacharya, professor at Stanford University Medical School and a physician,

epidemiologist, health economist and public health policy expert focusing on infectious diseases

and vulnerable populations, as well as a cofounder of the Great Barrington Declaration, states that

our society could function in a much healthier way than it has for the past two years if we invest in

research to continue to improve treatments and make treatments available everywhere, including

for those most vulnerable.

Protecting those most at risk, such as older people, must also be a priority. According to

Bhattacharya:

“The strategies we followed — basically by ignoring the possibility of early treatment, by

not focusing our efforts on the protection of vulnerable populations and, worst of all, these

restrictions on human behavior, on human connection — have wreaked enormous damage,

and it’s far past time that we stopped those policies and instead followed an alternate

plan.”

Johnson then notes that emails between Dr. Francis Collins, director of the U.S. National Institutes

of Health, and Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the U.S. National Institute of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases, now show a concerted effort was at play to destroy the reputations of Bhattacharya and

his co-authors of the Great Barrington Declaration, which called for “focused protection” of the

elderly and those in nursing homes and hospitals, while allowing businesses and schools to remain

open throughout the pandemic.

“Now I’ll ask the listening audience,” Johnson said, “does that [Bhattacharya] sound like a crazy

individual? Sounds to me like a highly qualiQed, very reasonable person.”

‘Pandemic of the Unvaccinated’ Is a Lie

People with natural immunity continue to be discriminated against and are still expected to get

double- or triple-jabbed in order to comply with vaccine mandates. The continued denial of natural

immunity to COVID-19 is unprecedented and furthering the false notion that this is a “pandemic of

the unvaccinated.” Cole said:

“This false construct from our federal agencies that this is a pandemic that the

unvaccinated are spreading is a pathophysiological lie.

The vaccinated are carrying high volumes in their nose, their tears, their mouth, of the virus,

because the [shot] does not neutralize in that location of the body where the virus comes in

… this is why mandates are absolutely now moot, irrelevant and out the window, and need

to go away worldwide like most of the world has done already.”

Meanwhile, mask mandates are also useless. Urso pointed out that there are “zero randomized

controlled trials that show masks stop the spread of respiratory disease, and that’s including N-

95s.”  Another sad reality is that it’s diNcult to Qnd physicians willing to treat early COVID-19, as

well as pharmacies willing to fulQll off-label prescriptions for low-cost generic drugs that have

proven to successfully treat it, even though medications are commonly used for off-label purposes.

Cole said he’s lost one-third of his business because insurance contracts have pulled away from

him for “unprofessional conduct” of using “dangerous” drugs like ivermectin. “My patients have had

no adverse reactions. I’ve treated 500,000 patients in my career. I have not had one single

complaint against me. I have four complaints against licenses in four different states for saving

lives. So the “adverse reaction” from these drugs is being attacked for being a good doctor.”

Dr. Peter McCullough, an internist, cardiologist, epidemiologist and former full professor of

medicine at Texas A&M College of Medicine in Dallas with a master's degree in public health, was

also a part of the panel.

He published research showing that the “golden window” to treat COVID-19 is during the Qrst 72

hours, and the few patients that he’s lost have started treatment later on in the course of the

disease. “The determinants of hospitalization and death are the lack of early treatment.”

He also pointed out that the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the FDA are the

named sponsors of the injection program. “If America can learn anything, we should never have the

FDA and CDC be a sponsor of a public program in administering a product. It has been a giant and

colossal mistake.”

We needed a separate, external data safety monitoring board and human ethics committee to

oversee the program. McCullough believes if the proper safety boards had been in place, the

COVID-19 jab program would have been shut down in February 2021 based on safety and risk of

death.

COVID-19 Shot Injuries Are Being Ignored

Other red gags are the continued denial of injuries from COVID-19 shots, including deaths from

myocarditis. Johnson described the case of a ninth grader from Vietnam, who died in January 2022

after getting her second COVID-19 shot. She had dizziness and diNculty breathing after the Qrst

shot, but health care workers told her to get the second one anyway.

Within 20 minutes, she had diNculty breathing and seizures, and was transported to a hospital, but

her heart stopped and she died. “I guess this isn’t evidence that a death might be related to the

[shot],” Johnson said, “but it certainly concerned me more than it’s concerned Dr. Fauci … Dr. Collins

… This is reality that’s being ignored by our federal health oNcials … by the legacy media.”

Others testiQed about their own injuries from the jabs, and their inability to Qnd medical care as a

result — doctors refuse to see them for their injection injuries out of fear that they’ll be labeled as

anti-vaxxers or lose their licenses if they acknowledge that the shots cause harm, and among those

who are seen, their injuries are often labeled as other conditions to ensure insurance company

reimbursement.

The roundtable serves, overall, as the “second opinion” that Americans need to put the pandemic

response into perspective and get answers to questions from real experts who have no stake in the

outcome — other than to save lives — and most of them have paid the price professionally for

speaking out.

Johnson called on viewers to share this information with their friends and family, noting, “These are

highly qualiQed individuals. They speak from experience. We’ve got to Qx this problem. We can’t let

it continue. We can’t let it happen again in the future.” Already, fake fact checkers have put out their

rebuttals trying to debunk the session, but knowledge truly is power, and eventually the truth will

prevail.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Qnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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This extraordinary round table "aims to save lives" denouncing the denial of early protocols and natural immunity shows how

pharmaceutical multinationals, their government allies, and Big Media dominate the Qeld of medical intervention. Covid vaccines are

destroying hearts and vascular health much faster and deadlier than smoking. The mRNA injections force the body to manufacture

deadly biological weapons causing systemic damage to the vascular system, neurological system, reproductive organs, and immune

system. The globalist depopulation war against humanity is being rejected by brave citizens in all parts of the world.

There is an overwhelming body of strong evidence. Crimes against humanity are being committed with vaccines: their fraudulent science,

media lies, censorship of the truth, and planned effort to murder millions of innocent humans. The “vaccines” are the real pandemic of

deaths, hunger and suffering. The "vaccines" now want to kill children and make them slaves of the Pharmaceutical MaQa.

stateofthenation.co  (02/09/2022) humansbefree.com/2022/02/international-criminal-grand-jury-investigati..  (02/09/2022).

" The deliberate destruction of democracy, the rule of law and our constitutions through chaos so that we ultimately accept losing our

national and cultural identities and instead accept a world government.” Fuelmich said. In this Qght we have necessary actions. Heritage

Foundation declares war on big tech. The Heritage report, titled "Combating Big Tech Totalitarianism," lists nearly two dozen proposals.

newsbusters.org/blogs/free-speech/joseph-vazquez/2022/02/08/enemy-peop..  (02/08/2022)
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Hi Gui and everyone, So much is coming out right now, have 5 videos queued up, not Qnished watching any one of these (Ooops)...

* * * Important updates: This Saturday, 12 Feb, the Corona Committee will continue with their Grand Jury online, "Grand Jury

Proceeding for Covid-19 Crimes Against Humanity – Expert Witnesses’ Testimonies Begin Saturday, 12 February". Here's a link to

an article outlining their schedule - dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/08/grand-jury-expert-witnesses-testify-saturday..  * * * Last

Thursday's Highwire show had an amazing introduction, and moves on to announcing an upcoming West Coast Anti-Mandate rally,

ending with an interview with Dr. Pierre Kory. Here's a link to the complete show: www.bitchute.com/.../JcndR3jckZcz  - This recent

MedCram lecture has nearly 1 million views: "Sunlight: Optimize Health and Immunity (Light Therapy and Melatonin)" -

www.youtube.com/watch   - and there's more, enough to Qll an entire weekend!
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Apologies, rrealrose, for sneaking into your post, with some additional information here for those readers interested in the

message rather than the messenger: Luc Montagnier’s memorial piece contains vitally important material on his discoveries about

light, which could in theory render the whole of big Pharma’s drug based approach to health obsolete. No wonder Montagnier was

viliQed in his lifetime as ultimately his research was no less than a spoiler alert for the globalist plan for dispensing with human life

on earth. Vaccine or no vaccine, it doesn’t get more important than that.  There is also a tribute in the memorial piece to the

discoveries of Fritz Popp in the 1970s regarding isomers and light emissions.

Dr Klinghardt has paid tribute to Fritz Popp in developing his A.R.T. technique of treating disease: “If something is not going right in

the Qeld, something in our biochemistry or immune system doesn't run well. Lack of unpolluted sunlight, trauma, interference from

cell phone communication are frequent causes of perturbance of the Qeld.” This is especially relevant in view of plans by Gates &

Co to blot out the sun leading to the inevitable demise of humanity as we are dependent on light for survival: “Light can initiate, or

arrest, cascade-like reactions in the cells, and that genetic cellular damage can be virtually repaired, within hours, by faint beams

of light.

We are still on the threshold of fully understanding the complex relationship between light and life, but we can now say,

emphatically that the function of our entire metabolism is dependent on light…. The day that we admit that signals can have

tangible effects, we will use them. From that moment on we will be able to treat patients with waves. Therefore it’s a new domain

of medicine that people fear of course. Especially the pharmaceutical industry… one day we will be able to treat cancers using

frequency waves.”. principia-scientiQc.com/a-memorial-for-dr-luc-montagnier
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Hi Cabochon, no worries, this article contains a 2014 video where I Qrst saw how Prof. Montagnier worked, and what he was

focused on at that time: subtle.energy/nobel-laureate-says-water-has-a-memory  - he saw ahead to an advantage of energy

medicine.
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Thanks ROSE and Cabochon also published in my comment from yesterday and a post from today. GRAND JURY PROCEEDING

FOR COVID-19 CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY – Expert Witnesses’ Testimonies Begin Saturday, 12 February. Below is the video of

Dr. Fuelmich's opening statement and the transcript. www.algora.com/Algora_blog/2022/02/09/grand-jury-proceeding-for-covid-..

 ( 09/02/2022)...... DR. REINER FUELLMICH – UPDATE ON THE CORONA INVESTIGATIVE COMMITTEE

rumble.com/vunvr0-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-update-on-the-corona-investigat..  (02/11/2022)

DR. REINER FUELLMICH: "[COVID VACCINE] STERILIZES MEN FOR GOOD"

rumble.com/vulie3-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-covid-vaccine-sterilizes-men-fo..  (02/10/2022)... REINER FUELLMICH, INDICTS & NAMES

BILL GATES & KLAUS SCHWAB BEFORE A POLISH PARLIAMENT

rumble.com/vs9vaf-reiner-fuellmich-indicts-and-names-bill-gates-and-kl..  (01/09/2022) DR. REINER FUELLMICH DETAILS THE

COVID VACCINE'S "FINGERPRINTS" rumble.com/vummkk-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-details-the-covid-vaccines-Qng..  (02/11/2022)
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Gui; every single day in the mainstream corporate media, we hear of how the "pandemic" is destroying lives. Only if they admit that

it is nothing more than a Pandemic of Fear! It is the unconstitutional, illegal and insane measures/restrictions that are destroying

lives - globally! In BC; rather than seeing this tyranny wind down; it continues to worsen! I see more and more 'signs' being put up

(compounding the plastic and paper pollution!), everywhere - telling us to mask up and stay away from each other - and these evil

minions are STILL telling us to "bump elbows", rather than shaking hands...this was NEVER about some cold virus!!! This was never

about our "Health and Safety".

This is about dividing humanity, so that we have no power! In a major grocery store, yesterday, I had to listen to: "Stay 2 meters

apart, wear a mask and use hand sanitizer...to keep yourself and others 'safe and happy' - and get 'vaccinated' against covid-19".

This constant and continuous rhetoric makes me FURIOUS! These aren't people. These are automatons, doing the bidding of their

evil masters! If we don't break free from this TYRANNY soon - there will be no escape! This is no minor issue. This is LIFE and

DEATH! Which one will you choose?
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Gui, there is such a thing as Second Opinions? When did this start happening? Who would want a second opinion? Must be

something starting with those dirty anti-vaxxer's, boy what a bunch. Oh please, excuse me, (shades of Steve Martin,) * “If you look

at these innumerable failed policies, there’s only one way to understand them. They are literally written by pharmaceutical

companies. Almost every single policy serves the interest of the pharmaceutical companies."* Unmistakably, Fraudci represents

Big Pharma. He does not represent the healthcare of/or the American People. It has become wrote in stone the oNcial policy for

the Jab/s is to kill, destroy, remove anyone, anything remotely resembling a message keeping someone from not only getting the

Jab/s, but vaccines in general.

Anyone one else noticing the saturation of non-stop vaccine commercials & the miracle cures of the different kinds? The other part

of the story having been reported not only here but various places the many meetings, exercises on how to handle "pandemics"

have one thing in common, lockdown, martial law, &/or military solutions. (Medical approaches? Meh?) To shift all into the Digital

Utopia in Bad Bird Bill Gates & other tech giants minds. The truckers' convoy is growing, & we are having protest even here in our

rural areas.

Not holding my breath but this conference should be featured across all Legacy Network Media over a period of a week. Then it

would been interesting how many other opinions develop outside the Rockefeller/Shwab/Gates/PQzer/Fauci's' unholy alliance.

While we're at it, Joe Rogan is Not A News Outlet. He is not ABC, CBS, NBC & all, he doesn't have a small army who are supposed

to look at data to bring facts out to the public. Rogan has a conversation podcast with peoples of differing opinions, some other

than his own. The public can than determine what they think is on point or not. And Tony Science is still lobbying for another

booster.
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Randy, there is light at the end of the tunnel. The Qght against the mandates and the tyranny continues. Omicron is against tyranny

because it is immunizing many young and healthy people with little risk to their health. In Spain, masks are no longer mandatory

outdoors and passports are being canceled in most autonomous communities. The experimental COVID-19 vaccine has been a

complete disaster, and UK government oNcials are looking for a quick Qx. ONcial government data shows negative eNcacy data,

and as the weeks go by, the data continues to be negative with the booster dose.

Meanwhile, people are reporting serious vaccine injuries. Likewise, discriminatory policies that consist of mandates for the use of

face masks and vaccines do not work either. British Prime Minister Boris Johnson has admitted to Parliament that he is likely to

remove the few remaining restrictions ahead of schedule. www.bitchute.com/.../256KlyHOlxJV  If Sweden, most of the restrictions

are over and also, for many, teleworking... "I think it has been diNcult to stay motivated.

You have not felt the joy that your work and your colleagues give you. Being inspired by others has been diNcult," said Stockholm

resident Hanna Elmstedt, happy to be back at work. In other countries, such as France, which still maintain some measures, signs

of citizen weariness are piling up. Mimicking the self-styled Freedom Convoy, a movement against mandates that brought Ottawa

to a standstill in Canada, hundreds of drivers have responded to a call on social media to paralyze Paris.
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This is interesting...."Now this quote might have come back to haunt him. Not one to shy away from controversial statements

during royal appearances, in 1988 Prince Philip was quoted as saying, “In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as

a deadly virus, to contribute something to solving overpopulation.” Hmm."
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COVID-19 Round Table in DC With Sen. Ron Johnson
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Senator Ron Johnson moderated the COVID-19: A Second Opinion roundtable in Washington, D.C., to provide different perspectives on the

pandemic response worldwide, the state of early treatment and hospital treatment and eNcacy of COVID-19 shots

)

The panel included an all-star lineup with some of the most brilliant minds in their Qelds, nearly all of whom have experienced censorship,

intimidation or professional reprisal and damage as a result of their advocacy

)

There are multiple compounds that have been used successfully in early COVID-19 treatment — nearly all of them repurposed or generic —

but those who prescribe them risk losing their license

)

Dr. Mary Talley Bowden, an ENT specialist from Houston estimated that, using protocols such as ivermectin, high-dose IV steroids and

vitamin C, she’s kept more than 2,000 people out of the hospital

)

The continued denial of natural immunity to COVID-19 is unprecedented and furthering the false notion that this is a “pandemic of the

unvaccinated”

)

The roundtable serves as the “second opinion” that Americans need to put the pandemic response into perspective and get answers to

questions from real experts who have no stake in the outcome — other than to save lives

)
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Yes, Just, we are in a time of trials and lawsuits for those who do not have an opinion like Rockefeller/Shwab/Gates/PQzer/Fauci

as you point out and, in short, the globalist elites. Two court cases against New York City's COVID vaccine mandates that may put

up to 4,000 city workers and 700 educators out of work. New York is the nation's most extreme example of a workforce reduction

tied to a vaccination requirement. A motion for a preliminary injunction and temporary restraining order was Qled today asking a

federal district court to step in and bar enforcement of the injunctions while a lawsuit is Qled , alleging the city violated the

constitutional rights of workers by deny them religious exemptions to the immunization requirement.

is before the United States Supreme Court on an emergency petition.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/lawsuits-nyc-covid-vaccine-mandate..  (02/11/2022) . BREAKING: FDA POSTPONES

MEETING ON COVID SHOTS FOR KIDS UNDER 5 AFTER PFIZER SAYS NOT ENOUGH DATA. BUT DON’T LET UP! PQzer said today

that it will delay the Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) application for its COVID vaccine for infants and children 6 months to 4

years of age, stating that there is not enough data on the eNcacy of a third dose.

These experimental COVID vaccines may pose more harm than good for the nearly 20 million American infants and preschool

children. They want to test a third dose because two do not provide "suNcient protection" when we know that children are not at

risk from Covid and infections and advanced hospitalizations have become common among those vaccinated.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-postpones-meeting-covid-shots-..  (02/11/2022)
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Cabochon
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Thanks all for useful links.  Re water, rrealrose: odd how the instinct now is to get back to fundamentals, the basic things we know

least about and yet take most for granted - this is no coincidence as these are the very things that are now under threat. We are

creatures of the earth and therefore subject to its conditions of life: air, light, water, food, and the earth beneath our feet enabling

us to bond with planet earth’s own magnetic Qelds. Three inguential books on water and earthing: Batmanghelidj “Your Body’s

Many Cries for Water; Oschman “Energy Medicine” ( esp p.299 ) and Pollack “The Fourth Phase of Water” are worthy contributions

to our understanding and should inspire us to read - if only for our own survival.
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Yes Gui those very people whose charge it is, is to prevent problems are creating problems to then deliver solutions causing more

problems. Than to turn around and just keep repeating the same. From the people who brought us an explosion of asthma cases,

trust us; An explosion of allergies, trust us; autism, trust us; Cancers, trust us; fueled an opioid epidemic leading to street drugs,

trust us; pushed cholesterol & statins treatments & more, trust us; an obesity epidemic fueled by backward food

recommendations, trust us; Sugar is okay, you need to get off your fat ***, trust us; and the band plays on. That we can trust. The

fall of Chomsky - https://youtu.be/OBX7CPMWegA
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I was watching this very disturbing video Mike Adams had put out because he mentioned Phil Schneider and I spent a LONG time

studying the DIA and understanding what's below that 12th goor - and then of course the QreQght - I mean, it just takes watching

this enginerd speak to understand he's not exactly some BS kind of guy, he's a boring engineer who was angry and wanted to tell

his story... (and this is soooo way off topic) but the entities he spoke of were from much colder realms, farther away from the sun,

and so the goal of Gates and Co to block the sun suddenly doesn't seem willy nilly, it's seems nefarious to their agenda. I hate the

way those pieces come together with depopulation and then servitude of those who remain while blocking the sun and making the

planet colder (and isn't that what they're training our next generation to believe?

My kids will tell you all about that and why it's a good idea.) We all know our planet goes through phases, but wouldn't it be weird if

this initiative to block the sun was actually for the further demise of our species and to help a different species - the species Phil

Schneider speaks of in his lectures?  It's kind of wild - I really have never known how to take someone like Icke... he's just so far off

the mark for my brain to wrap around. Then I watch Schneider and think- okay, why is this even plausible?  I guess probably

because I don't want to add all that into the mix.  But it's harder to deny when everything is hidden in plain sight, we just have to put

the puzzle together. Yeesh.
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Thank you Gui. Have you heard about the cannabinoid theory? I have heard from credible sources, and am waiting for a link that I

will send you to your friends link about evidence that cannabinoids can restore your DNA after the toxic mRNA frankenshots have

done their damage. Several studies point to the use of "Rick Simpson oil" being the most effective, but just juicing the leaves in a

smoothie was also highly effective. Your input would be highly appreciated. Thank you.
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Yes, Tracy, Gates and company want to take everything from us until the sun. Instead of promoting healthy sunbathing with its

great beneQts, healthy eating, an intestine with adequate immune conditions, which is the basis of the health of the body and mind,

misinformation also extends to the criminalization of the sun. It is part of the "false truths" that feed the human mind with false

information, in the end it is part of enticide, which Dr. Mercola describes so well and that implies a control of thought away from

the truth.

All the subsidized studies to believe that skin cancer is caused by the sun, instead of environmental pollution, food loaded with

toxic substances, pesticides such as glyphosate, are part of the greed of dermatologists and health authorities through a

combination of research, aNliate-organization sponsorship, sponsored ads, medical school resume and scholarships, plus indirect

lobbying on health, oNcials, and politicians.

We need the sun, the Creator gave us the sun and we can consider ourselves to be children of the sun. According to new research,

the origin of life on Earth dates back to the formation of the solar system: it has been proven that the organic matter in the

meteorites that supposedly brought life to our planet comes from the interstellar ice that gave rise to our solar star .

www.nature.com/.../s41467-021-23895-2  (June 2021)
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Thank you BIG. in this study the cannabinoid acids from hemp were found to be allosteric and orthosteric ligands with micromolar

aNnity for the spike protein. In follow-up virus neutralization assays, cannabigerolic acid and cannabidiolic acid prevented

infection of human epithelial cells by a pseudovirus expressing the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 and prevented entry of live

SARS-CoV-2 into cells. cells. Importantly, cannabigerolic acid and cannabidiolic acid were equally effective against SARS-CoV-2

alpha variant B.1.1.7 and beta variant B.1.351.

Orally bioavailable and with a long history of safe human use, these cannabinoids, isolated or in hemp extracts, have the potential

to prevent and treat SARS-CoV-2 infection. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35007072  (2022) CBD and its metabolite 7-OH-CBD, but not

THC or other tested cannabinoid congeners, potently block SARS-CoV-2 replication in lung epithelial cells. CBD acts after viral

entry, inhibiting viral gene expression and reversing many effects of SARS-CoV-2 on host gene transcription. CBD inhibits

SARS-CoV-2 replication in part by upregulating the host RNase IRE1α endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress response and interferon

signaling pathways. www.science.org/.../sciadv.abi6110  (2022)
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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They are ALL still protecting the Big Lie(s): 1. viruses do not exist - for those who say they do, then prove it... and if ``virus

existance`` can`t be proven (like with all religious magical thinking / mind control pseudo ``paid for science results`` and invisible,

intangible, unmeasurable hoodoo) then the covids and ghosts are hoaxes pure and simple and their invisible undetectable variants

are also hoaxes. The long term planning for these speciQcally named hoaxes and agendas started many decades/centuries ago.

2. Bitchute GRAPHENE - search it with Bitchute (now approaching 6000 videos on GRAPHENE - this is the main vaccine soft kill

ingredient. 3. Ghosts and goblins and magical thinking priests and popes and witch doctors, diviners and fake tyrannical medicine

men/politician dictator GLOBALIST propagandists who are supporting mass depopulation (by their own words and admissions that

are even written in multiple languages (EVEN IN STONE) as well as papers, books, movies and actions through hard and soft kill

vaccine mandates are for immature children and the mentally deQcient.

(grow up) - there is an obvious eugenical war being waged against humans using selective weapons of mass destruction utilizing

poisonous vaccines, foods, water, air, EMF(s), media.. etc... they are not just trying to kill you... they are killing you (you being the

mostly wilfully ignorant)... so for the non-ignorant, like the Truckers and their supporters (now referred to as Unacceptable

Insurrection Terrorists)...

start acting like (((they))) want you dead... because they do, there are unlimited videos now available on Bitchute (including

GRAPHENE) alone let alone the hundreds of other alternative news sites. Until the masses wake up and stop protecting the Big

Lies, that the Emperor`s Clothes are not beautiful, that 2+2 does not equal 5, that the moon landings were faked,

JFK/911/OKC/Boston Smoke Hoax/Sandy Hoax/Covid Hoaxes planned, staged, engineered events then the globalists are...
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... right about thinning the herd. Australia Canberra Freedom Convoy - Karen Vaccidents Happen, Sometimes It's Best Not To

Engage www.bitchute.com/.../9YX2fJj7nMXj
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I would actually comment that that the time to treat is not in the Qrst 72 hours, but is to get them LIFE healthy in the Qrst place, then they

wont need ANY treatment. We both caught it, when in Israel, husband a bit if a headache, cough and temperature for two days, me a bit of

a headache and temp for a day, then both Qne. We are organic, mostly keto, lots of exercise, lipo C, 4-5,000 iu's D every day, K2, zinc, B

vits, Selenium, omega oils, and many MORE. We rattle but are never ill ( except the Israel Covid) haven't even had a cold for about 25

years. Plus of course NO JABS EVER. Jennifer 70 years old
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100%! Prevention is the best "medicine".
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100% right, prevention is the best medicine.
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Yes, prevention is better than cure. When covid has infected an early protocol is essential. Zelenko, the doctor behind the

hydroxychloroquine (HCQ)-based COVID-19 treatment protocol. He had successfully treated more than 7,000 COVID-19 patients

with his Zelenko protocol, but has received "daily death threats" for his efforts. Despite being nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize,

Zelenko said he cares little for him. "What matters is that we can use this platform to spread the true narrative and maybe save

even more lives," he said.

“The two reasons people die from COVID-19 are the idiotic doctor delaying care and the tyrannical government obstructing access

to life-saving medicine. But now I can say, 'Clay, listen: go to the vitamin store; buy quercetin, vitamin C, zinc and vitamin D; use it

the right way, and you'll be Qne." www.brighteon.com/ea90394d-b27d-4799-b2aa-cff5b7b1e378

 | www.theepochtimes.com/ny-doctor-proved-everyone-wrong-about-hydroxychl..  (02/04/2022)
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Excellent to hear!! Totally agree. I have always wondered what would come of our fast food nation. The man from our circle who

died in the hospital on a ventilator and after having Remdesivir (which shut down his liver, he went into sepsis and died, 45 yo

father of Qve) was an avid McDonald's eater. Like every day for lunch. My friend and I were talking about this, it was also making

him obese, but it was like he had to have this Qx. I watched Supersize Me, and understood the Qx he needed - and isn't it that way

with most fast food?
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Hey, Jennifer! (40winks) Love to you! {HUGS}  This is the way I am aiming to live. Not totally there yet, but I especially have been

against jabs and prescriptions for approx 40 years now. Even though I have had some challenges, I always treat myself & am

waaaaay healthier than many my age. Also, I NEVER allowed my son (age 36) to be jabbed & his health is excellent, as well. As the

saying goes: the proof is in the puddin' LOVE to all!!
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Totally agree that the conversation continues to ignore the elephant in the room---building health as the start. I am also pretty

annoyed that most of these doctors that testify barely mention anything naturopathic or natural immunity. This is dragging holistic

people into the trap of supporting allopathic drug treatments in order to push back against the draconian and genocidal

'treatments' being promoted by the pharma industry and its prostitutes. There are many people who promote holistic protocols and

they are doctors, osteopaths, nutritional chiropractors, naturopathic doctors, homeopaths, etc. Why aren't we having them as part

of these councils? And some of them are members of the Frontline Doctors group so there are known practitioners who can speak

to the use of nutraceuticals and homeopathy for prevention and healing. Let's begin to demand hearing from them on safe,

effective, cost eNcient prevention and healing.
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Tanya - somewhere between hrs 1 and 2, there is a long(ish) discussion of natural immunity - starting with Dr Malone. They do

acknowledge it in the EU. US authorities Probably wasted a boat load (more than 50%) of taxpayer funds in useless, if not

negatively indicated gene therapy drugs because of it.
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AMEN! I had Lymphoma due to Round Up in 2000, 4 chemos did nothing, back to 3 months. I started going organic, charging my

immune system. Then went keto, almost killed diabetes off meds. Take a lot of vitamins, collagen for my bones. Of course I pay

out of pocket because Insurance does not cover, but I am healthy. No vaccines since 2000, also no colds, gu or pneumonia. The

only problem I have is when they harvest soy beans and corn, both dusty crops full of herbicides/pesticides and mold spores. A

friend once said I could die from raw milk. I was raised on a farm drank milk direct from grandparents cow, am now 81, still

cooking, shopping, driving, feeding 3 rescue cats, live by myself in the woods. The only way i will get the jab is tied and at gunpoint.
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Tanya, Ivermectin is a commercialised "natural" substance. It's found in the DIRT of the Japanese jungle. It's more natural than the

D3 supplements you buy at the supplement shop. The FLCC protocol that many of these doctors support and/or contributed to its

formulation is FULL of natural ingredients/supplements for treating covid19.
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May "Fact Checkers" burn in hell!
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Along with the vaccine corporations who are paying Facebook "fact-checkers" to censor the truth on social media about the

dangers and ineffectiveness of Wuhan coronavirus "vaccines." Thomas Massie denouncing that Facebook's "fact-checking" team is

nothing more than a gang of corporate trolls whose job it is to push "vaccines" and silence anyone who questions them.

www.brighteon.com/b2689592-2a3b-47f6-9888-8910fb67ae4b  Brit Censored On Facebook For Posting Baseball-Sized Blood Clot

After AstraZeneca Vaccination Social media giant Facebook has censored a British man for posting an image of a baseball-sized

blood clot. The clot in his arm developed after he was injected with AstraZeneca's Covid vaccine.

thecovidblog.com/2022/01/28/mark-ruston-british-man-temporarily-banned..  (01/18/2022)
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Judgement day is coming for them real soon...
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"On their knees the War Pigs crawling, Day of Judgement God is calling!" -Black Sabbath
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They will most likely spend time in the Lake of Fire as they are employed by Lucifer.
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Control people at every level ,ie. emotions, Qnances, self worth, etc. Use tried and true Brainwashing strategies to establish an endless

stream of Isolation, Control, Uncertainty, Repetition, Emotion (did you get your shot? If not your killing your .....) Confuse the mind, Divides

the people and eventually Conquer the majority / masses. using the the standard Brainwashing strategies. Confusion Technique /

Problem, Reaction, Solution aka Hegelian Dialectic. Here's how they use the aforementioned. Create a problem. Wait for the reaction.

Then the creator of the problem will provide the solution ( is this familiar???) What is going on is an "in your face" use of simple and

powerful psychological techniques that are extremely effective when you watch or listen to mainstream media because they ALL use the

same script / word tracks to hypnotize you to reinforce the message.

Your subconscious does not Qlter any information it hears or sees. Again, the use of standard Brainwashing strategies is effective with at

least 85% of people because of mainstream scripting. It works like this: Tell them what you've told them and tell them again and again,

and again In addition, they use medical professionals, actors, sports Qgures and so on to manipulate your emotions. Rest well, because

they know that most people have low self esteem, and look to others to make up their mind for them and lets not for forget the Social

media impact on inguence to continue the messaging.

After all of this deception, and you're still Jacked into the Matrix, and their messaging, you cannot be saved. There's a reason they call

both TV and Radio (programs). Also, are you 100% sure that when you watch your TV or listen to your radio that they are not using

subliminal messaging that only the subconscious mind can interpret??? Think again, it's a war for your Mind. Rest Well! BTW, are you

aware of who THEY are? The truly Free Body, Mind, Soul is self directed it does NOT forfeit the Self !
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Jerry, division and confrontation between people, family members and friends caused by a wave of actions that uses

strategies of confusion and fear. Humanity is lost in a labyrinth of false news, dazzled by the lies and anxiety of an uncertain world

that injects fear into its future. The man trained in his own weaknesses is afraid of freedom. There is this phenomenon called

cognitive dissonance, which means that they, those who lean towards tyranny, believe in the devil's narrative to console

themselves. The social psychologist Leon Festinger suggested that individuals have a strong need for their beliefs, attitudes and

behavior to be consistent with each other, avoiding contradictions between these elements.

When there is inconsistency between these, the congict leads to a lack of harmony of the ideas held by the person, something that

often generates discomfort. This theory has been widely studied in the Qeld of psychology and can be deQned as the discomfort,

tension or anxiety that individuals experience when their beliefs or attitudes congict with what they do. This displeasure can lead

to an attempt to change their behavior or to defend their beliefs or attitudes, even reaching self-deception) to reduce the

discomfort they cause.

We are in a humanity that is imprisoned by two very wide windows: lying and magnetic dissonance. The greatest fear should be a

new new world order of the loss of rights and freedoms, the economic crisis, poverty, increased inequalities and mandatory

vaccination. We cannot be enslaved by misinformation, to be turned into transhumans by weapons falsely called “vaccines”. We

cannot wait until humanity is enslaved, and it will be, if we do not react NOW to this madness, to this crime of biblical proportions,

a crime of dimensions humanity has never experienced before in known history.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great post, well worth saying again and again. Many voices expressing a similar thing in different ways as different people hear &

understand in different ways.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You're so right about programming. News and I have a super prickly relationship. I stopped being able to tolerate the emotions it

was bringing out in me.  I can't be around regular news - not any kind of news - and yesterday I learned (from the tv at the gym)

about Putin and 24-48 hrs to vacate etc., and it made me wickedly uncomfortable. I had no idea what was going on and now I have

to talk to people and get my mind wrapped around it - but I was blissfully unaware and now I'm not. Damn it. There's nothing I can

do about it and now I have to wonder what is going to happen if we go toe to toe with Russia.

That's the thing nightmares are made of - especially with N Korea in the mix...

www.stripes.com/theaters/asia_paciQc/2022-02-11/north-korea-russia-uk..  because hasn't N Korea been playing with rockets and

EMPs?  I heard that in my woman's group... so I'm blindly connecting dots.  I don't want it to get ugly - but right now with all this

going on, are they now going to set the world on Qre with war to advance their agenda?  It's just another layer to the onion we have

to Qgure out - and they put all the pieces in plain sight, but I don't want to know all this. I don't like things that steal my joy.

Waaaaaah!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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I got rid of my TV 6 years ago. Have I missed anything?
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am aware, that is why I do not listen, watch mainstream media. I do not have lowself esteem because I have God with me, I know

my worth. I have friends here on Mercola.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t watch tv AT ALL during the day, EVER.  In the evening i might watch something i recorded myself so i can fast fwd thru the

pharma ads and vaxx pusher commercials. NY is relentless. I NEVER WATCH the “NEWS” Which has now become just another

comedy show imo.  I laugh at them if its something I can’t avoid, the rest of the time ignore. Meanwhile im still well informed. You

don’t have to deal w mainstream to know what’s going on.  F those sellout puppets.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jerry, you are sooo right! I have come to the sickening conclusion that the ONLY thing that MIGHT open up the brainwashed eyes’

are if they or someone near and dear to them end up with a SERIOUS and LONG-LASTING jab-related injury that cannot be

explained away.
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the307230
Joined On 10/27/2018 8:13:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Now is the time for all good people, to stand tall, and support all our Professionals especially those under duress for speaking truth to

Power"
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Prayer is needed! In addition to convoys.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe, eventually Truth will prevail, but at what cost? Those of us who educated ourselves and refused to be intimidated are ostracised

and criticised for not playing the game. I salute my brave husband in sticking with me and by me in this, I hope we are all right...
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, never give up the Qght and I would say "keep trucking" Jennifer
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, the cost of Freedom, Liberty & Truth are usually high.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think our numbers are higher than what they are letting on.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our numbers have been too large for the Predator$ right along, their heavy-handed gat-footed response is proof. Things have not

gone as planned, this all lasted to long & their dictates have upset too many in healthcare & beyond. War, is a fall back position, a

favorite plaything for the beneQt of Central Banks who later is it found out backed all sides of the horse race.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep supporting Trucker Carlson
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juandoe
Joined On 10/20/2013 3:43:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the United States government was not corrupt, Fony Tauci and Wochelle Ralensky would we swinging from the treason tree.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If and when this is declared an endemic and mandates are dropped, save the celebrations. Dont forget Little Willy has announced Round

2 will be the smallpox annihilation. Hate to be a wet blanket but they are 10 steps ahead of us. Hopefully, enough of the world's people

keep waking up to the lies.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They may be ten steps ahead, but have you heard of Murphy's Law? If something can go wrong, it will. You can plan all you like and

have your goals clearly in mind, but the best laid plans of mice and men most often go astray.
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sunbowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, there are still a whole lot of SHEEP who still believe the nonsense surrounding this Covid19 debacle.  i have

unfriended these Sheep because i can't stand ignorance and stupidity; waste of my time.  i have tried to pass along information;

and all some of them want to do is wring their hands and say that they wish everyone would take the "vaccine."  Or they out and out

blame the unjabbed for the spread of the virus.  Oh my!!  I can't take it any more.  So to ease my stress, it's adios to them for me!!

 Out of my hair for good! Ha ha!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PQzer has already suggested to the FDA to boost everyone every 6 months for the next 10 years regardless of any level of infection

rates. What PQzer wants, PQzer gets.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

newsrescue.com/the-undeniable-ivermectin-miracle-indias-240m-populated..  and that's just India! I wish we'd discuss more of this and

Fauci's utter failure compared to the 243K lost in Africa to the virus - like a billion more people and they've lost a fraction of what we've

lost - probably because 300M are on ivermectin for malaria? I really hope they shut their doors to Gates!!! I know Gates wants into their

market so badly - but he'll destroy that continent the way they're destroying the world right now the same way Fauci doesn't want to stop

until this non-vax is on every childhood vaccine schedule. It's utter nonsense! In other news, I learned from a funeral home owner that

they have to use 4x the embalming guid on the vaccinated and they're still like rubber. I'd love to see more information on funeral home

problems!!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great link Tracy. In an article on the suppression of ivermectin by health authorities, Dr. Joseph Mercola wrote: “While the list of

crimes committed by authorities during the COVID-19 pandemic is long, perhaps the greatest crime of all is the intentional

suppression of safe and effective treatments." The protocol for treating Covid has been to deny treatment until the patient

becomes life-threateningly ill and is admitted to a hospital.

Within the hospital, the protocol is to deny patients safe and effective treatments with HCQ and ivermectin. Many patients end up

dead on ventilators. A Brazilian city cuts COVID hospitalizations and mortality in HALF by using ivermectin. Hospitalization and

mortality rates in Itajai were cut in half over a seven-month period in the ivermectin group, demonstrating the drug's eNcacy. Also

in Japan, where ivermectin has been deployed to help people recover from covid-19 so they can have longer-lasting immunity. Dr.

Ozaki cited evidence from African nations that have used ivermectin during the pandemic.

He said: "In Africa, if we compare countries that distribute ivermectin once a year with countries that do not give ivermectin... the

number of deaths is 2.2/100,000." www.lifesitenews.com/news/breaking-japanese-medical-association-chairm..

 | thesecondnews.com/japan-drops-vax-rollout-goes-to-ivermectin-ends-covi..

 | www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/hospitalizations-mortality-cut-half-after-b..  A recent study found that preventive use of

ivermectin against the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) reduced deaths by 90 percent and the number of cases by more than 40

percent. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/preventive-ivermectin-reduced-covi.. (07/02/2022)
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Fear not.", Jesus Christ. Pull up a music video the great hymn, It Is Well With My Soul. It will have a calming effect on you. No

matter what they try to do to us It Is Well With My Soul.
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HashiMama
Joined On 3/15/2021 4:05:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fortywinksbandbgmail.com - Dr. Andrew Weil has also noted that bee proplis may be helpful in some viral situations (if you aren't allergic

to honey).  www.drweil.com/health-wellness/balanced-living/wellness-therapies/what..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes., HashiMama, the humanity can also beneQt from propolis, since it has a variety of biological properties, such as antimicrobial,

anti-ingammatory, immunomodulatory, antitumor, antioxidant, among many others. Propolis can exert antibacterial, antifungal and

antiviral activity This study reports that propolis can beneQt patients in different ways: (1) due to a direct action, affecting cell entry

and the viral cycle; (2) exerting an anti-ingammatory action and controlling the cytokine storm; (3) enhance not only antibody

production but also cell-mediated immunity. Propolis and its components can induce (1) the reduction of proingammatory

cytokines, (2) the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by innate immune cells, and (3) the production of type I interferons

(IFNs) by virus-infected cells at the onset of viral infection.

(4) antibody production (humoral immunity) and (5) cell-mediated immunity may be enhanced by propolis. Propolis can be

investigated in combination with (6) vaccines and (7) antivirals. The anti-ingammatory action of propolis can help control (8) the

cytokine storm. (9) p21-activated kinases (PAKs) and (10) angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibition. The components

present in the vast majority of propolis samples around the world may show an action against the coronavirus.

Among these components, the gavonoid quercetin stands out. Quercetin may help against SARS and MERS-CoV infection by

modulating the unfolded protein response, preventing the full viral cycle. In addition, it exhibits an anti-p21-activated kinase (PAK)

property, which is an important enzyme for the entry and replication of various human viruses. Propolis components (catechin,

p-coumaric acid and gavanols) were reported to show ADE inhibitory activity. academic.oup.com/.../6131336  (2021)
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dtmaam
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:46:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I used a potent Oil of oregano that stopped Covid in its' tracks during the pneumonia phase which I have heard is really silent

Hypoxia. I think many natural remedies would work against Covid. This may be why "someone" knocked off all those Natural and

Holistic doctors not long before Covid started.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't forget to feed and thank the bees. Here is a link to 30 gowers that the bees and buttergies love and need.

 gorgeous.com/gowers-for-pollinators
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If Ivermectin works, which it clearly does, then it stands to reason that the "virus" has a parasitical sequence either by accident or design

inserted into the genome. Hospital disease is Pneumonia because of hospital treatment in some cases - though it is quite clear and not

only from the absence of 'Flu numbers this year, that any suNciently harsh Inguenza can easily lead to pneumonia. (Flu viruses are

another component of the viral synthesis.) Ventilators do not help and could even hasten death as they stress already stressed lung

tissue, depleting the body of oxygen - hence the eNcacy of Hydroxychloroquine which helps to oxygenate the blood.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, pipblanc. A recently published study indicating that the antiparasitic drug ivermectin worked well as a prophylactic against the

virus that causes COVID-19 should help sway critics of the drug, according to Dr. Pierre Kory, president of the Front Line COVID-19

Critical Care Alliance. (FLCCC). "That should convince any naysayers," Kory told The Epoch Times' "American Thought Leaders."

"What they found was amazing." The Brazilian city of Itajaí launched a program that delivered ivermectin to residents who wanted

it. The period studied was from July 7, 2020 to December 2, 2020. The researchers found that the program, in which more than

100,000 residents participated, was linked to a 44 percent drop in COVID-19 cases.

www.theepochtimes.com/new-study-on-ivermectin-should-convince-any-nays..  (01/02/2022)
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you know that lysine is anti viral? I have taken it for years to prevent recurrence of cold sores. It works for that and of course

herpes is a virus. So should help with other virus's . I've never had gu and no cold for at least 25 years. Jennifer
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to Clif High, Fenbendazole is superior to Ivermectin, you can have it on Amazon at a fraction of a price than Ivermectin
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the reminder Fortywinks about lysine, which of course is indicated after C-19 injection as latent viruses such as herpes

can make an appearance as shingles, especially when the immune function is low for any reason. Avoiding arginine foods such as

nuts and seeds as well as chocolate is recommended.
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

pipblanc and Guillermou for the better part of the last year I have been thinking about the scenario you mentioned. The CCP and

whoever is in league with them have likely ‘perfected’ the ability to both infect an airborne parasite with the ‘modiQed’ virus and

also Qgured out ways to maximize transmissibility.  journals.plos.org/plosone/article/Qle?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0134925..  

👆 👆

” We Qrst observed that isolated parasites incubated in RPMI-Dextran solution in culture chambers remained mobile and

therefore alive during at least four days at pH 7.5 at 24°C. Because of the high viscosity of RPMI-Dextran solution, parasites moved

more slowly in RPMI-Dextran suspensions than in pure RPMI medium.”
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's also used to treat a skin disease call Rosacea. Most drugs treat multiple problems. HCQ is also a parasitical drug, but it is

prescribed for autoimmune diseases like Lupus and RA. It's sad that our medical system has demonized 2 of the safest drugs on

the planet. According to VAERS, more people die from Tylenol than Ivermectin and HCQ.
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rbu1467
Joined On 10/27/2021 7:23:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Kory speaks truth when he says that "people are not cars". To treat them medically or in any other area is criminal, and we need to

examine how, across many areas, this standardization is killing any good that might be done. The court system is moving closer and

closer to this one sentence for whatever label we give a criminal offense, regardless of circumstances and the history of the accused

individual. Many people in authority seek status rather than justice and make efforts to reduce time spent debating or considering

multiple factors. This problem is pervasive in our culture.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only OAN televised it.  DirecTV now wants to remove OAN from it's lineup
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh my gosh I think it was a Monday when I tuned into Senator Johnson's hearing right at the start. I had no idea I would spend the next

Qve hours hanging on to every word. I don't think a single word was wasted. I could not believe these things were being said right in the

capital! Just an amazing encapsulation of all of the medical malfeasance going on over the last two years. Truth and freedom go

hand-in-hand, that is for sure!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It was very captivating! I watched it 3 times already.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What makes me sick is that senator Ron Johnson is the ONLY one doing anything about the whole criminal scamdemic! I think that trump

should step aside and have Ron Johnson and Ron DeSantis run for president in 2024. He has proven himself to be a closet nwo big

pharma, ccp, deep state puppet! I belong to a large group of veterans that do not recognize the fake occupants of government that stole

the election, and we view them as "enemy inQltrator combatants" that stole the election with the aid of enemy combatants globally and

domestically, we also have disavowed trump and consider him a traitor that should be arrested for treason and crimes against humanity

for his role in the frankenshot poison jab genocide agenda. NO comfort, NO aid to the enemies of humanity. GOD will have Qnal

judgement of them.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Big, at the panel discussion Brighteon.TV host and attorney Tom Renz revealed the names of three Department of Defense

whistleblowers who attested to the damage caused by the Wuhan coronavirus vaccines. “We have three whistleblowers who have

given me permission at this time to share their names. Lt. Col. Dr. Theresa Long, DO, MPH; Dr Samuel Sigoloff; and Flight Surgeon

Lt. Col. Dr. Peter Chambers, DO. All three have given me this data; I have statements from all three [that] this data is under penalty

of perjury. We intend to take this to court," Renz told the senator.

Renz continued: "Our soldiers are being experimented on and wounded and sometimes possibly killed." He turned to Kory, thanking

him for pointing out the corruption that is afoot. “When these doctors are attacked… they call me. I'm the one who deals with the

medical boards [and] watches the witch hunts,” the attorney said. Attorney Thomas Renz: Miscarriages and Cancers Up 300%,

Neurological Problems Up 1,000% in Last Year www.brighteon.com/94ece6cd-828e-4a2b-92ec-e321f46b2ede  (01/26/2022)
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"What makes me sick is that senator Ron Johnson is the ONLY one doing anything about the whole criminal scamdemic! " Don't

forget Sen. Rand Paul grilling Fauscist.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are the only two doing anything is because they are not proQting from the jab. Could very well be. No one bites the hand that

feeds them.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Presidents don't dictate anything concerning pharmaceuticals, vaccines, or pandemics. That's the job of the CDC, NIH, NIAID, WHO,

and FDA. If presidents were in charge of that level of decision making they would be required to have a degree in infectious

diseases.
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Dordee
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AMEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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ejf908
Joined On 3/10/2021 9:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I listened to the full hearing, having heard all the doctors except Marik interviewed individually. It was very powerful and gratifying to see

them all together. An historic event to be sure. The culling of our population by the remdesivir-intubation-organ failure protocol was

asserted forcefully by Dr. Marik, but deserves a dedicated hearing. In Chapter 9 of Kennedy’s book I was educated about the

consequences of 3 charlatans (Fauci, RedQeld, Birx) elevated to the COVID response leadership by Trump. Had RFK been part of Trump’s

administration, as had almost happened, history might have have been different. I say “ might” only because RFK’s safety could not have

been assured in a scenario where the Pharma insiders certainly would not have gotten their way. How Trump came to appoint the 3

Stooges is an important topic that needs investigation, not pronouncements.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its not over yet, pay attention to the aftermath of the vaxxed, as Qrst reported in Israel in early January 2022 timeframe. Their

triple-shot and 4th boostered people experience immune system failure when those shots wane, something similar to VAIDS -

vaccine induced AIDS. If you read "The Real Dr Fauci" you will Qnd the story behind HIV and Robert Gallo doing experiments to

fraudulently? not reproducably proving HIV caused AIDS. Then Dr. Fauci trotted out AZT - a drug that had been shelved in 1964

because it was so lethal. In humans, it not only killed the HIV virus, it killed his victims, most died within 1-1/2 to 2 years from

starting on the approved drug protocol.
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How does this history relate to these "leaky shots"? Everyone has been focused on Remdesivir as yet another dangerous, failed

and seriously dangerous drug that Dr Fauci again trotted out, the FDA eliminated all other drugs for covid treatments in hospitals.

However, the shots themselves are acting as immune suppressors. As Dr. Fauci knows precisely how to cause AIDS in

humans...history is repeating on a grand scale. Seatbelts may be even tighter! Here's one link:

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/08/uk-gov-data-suggests-fully-vaccinated-have-d..  - and here's another article:

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/11/uk-gov-data-proves-covid-jabs-damage-immune-..  - this is NOT ADE, anti-body dependent

enhancement or an overreaction of the immune system to re-exposure to the virus, rather this is VAID - where the immune system

fails to respond, people are more susceptible to any infection. The infection rate for these 95% effective therapies goes negative

(-200%, -250% and lower), and its coming our way! Canada, with a reported high vaccn rate, and the US are about 3 or 4 weeks

behind whatever is occurring in the UK.
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I have often wondered how he has escaped execution because of his book, his stand on this.
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First of all, Trump didn't actually appoint all of these people. Mike Pence appointed these people. Remember?? Trump appointed

VP Pence as the Chair (leader of the task force) on Feb 26, 2020 and then Pence picked Birx as the Task Force coordinator the very

next day. The reason for Pence picking Birx was simple. She had prior experience at this and she was the director of the CDC from

2005 to 2014. As for Robert RedQeld, he was the current Director of the CDC, so it was his job to be on this task force. As for Fauci,

he's the director of the NIAID. He's the one person who should have been Qred over 30 years ago, but he's been in his position since

1984. Had anyone else been picked it would have raised a lot of eyebrows. Maybe a better question would be why Trump put

Pence in charge of the task force. What qualiQed Pence as a pandemic investigator/coordinator/manager?
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Listening to a 5.5 hour panel was not on my agenda....but started to listen and then plugging ear buds and went about my day with

listening to it all. I knew most of what was said from reading Dr, Mercola. But when you listen to doctors start weeping at the lies and the

deaths those lies brought ... there are no words. Then DOD and what they are doing ... again no words. I commend Sen. Johnson for all he

is doing.  If you have not watched or listened....do.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The DOD whistleblowers are courageous! If their testimonies were about anything else it would be repeated daily on every network

around the world! Crickets........... It is criminal! Most of the world went right along with this scam. I can't imagine what the DOD will

do to these whistleblowers.
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HashiMama
Joined On 3/15/2021 4:05:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In November of 2021 Luc Montagnier warned that those who got the Covid jab face many unknown health consequences. Cases of prion

disease such as Creutzfeld-Jakob disease, which is a fatal degenerative brain disorder, have now been reported following the

cardiovascular complications.  In the interview, he warned that global society faces a catastrophic situation if the mass shots don't stop:

must-news.com/uncategorized/luc-montagnier-warns-of-the-next-danger-fr..   More information can be found in this article, where

Montagnier discusses the complicated virus and the "vaccines" as poison:

www.soulask.com/luc-montagnier-they-are-not-vaccines-they-are-poisons-..  

"More attention should be paid to treatment in the early stages of the disease and antibiotics should not be forgotten, because the

coronavirus has an accomplice – a bacterium, which for some reason they prefer to forget about. Now Italian scientists are conducting

research on this issue, but on my own I will add this: at one time, while studying the HIV virus, I found that it acts in tandem with a

bacterium. So, in the case of coronavirus, we are dealing with exactly the same symbiosis."  I had read yet another article in which

Montagnier said that he found a fragment of the HIV virus in the SARS COV2 virus. There's a video with a French TV host here:

childrenshealthdefense.org/news/nobel-prof-montagnier-covid-19-caused-..
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Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have followed Dr. Montagnier’s work. Sadly he passed away the last week at the age of 89.  I think it was who GUI posted a link

the other day to the Grand Jury indictments that were presented by Dr. Reiner Fullmich on 2/5/2022. Dr. Montagnier’s scientiQc

work was listed in the indictment schedule to be presented as factual evidence about the mRNA spike protein.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the 80's and 90's Fauci was trying to create an HIV vaccine that would be spread via an aerosolized coronaviruses. Sars-cov-2 is

a continuation of that 90's gain-of-function research that was intended to end AIDS.
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Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HashiMama: thanks so much for the links to Professor Montagnier. I had not heard or read those before. It’s too bad he has passed

away; he was very outspoken against these death darts the evils continue to call necessary “vaccines”.
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BrianFraser
Joined On 6/17/2020 3:32:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are Qghting the wrong war. Everything I am seeing is coming straight out of the playbook for communism. We have been duped on

every front.  This is much more serious than a war on SARS-COV-2. If we don't Qght the right war, our society will lose big time, and on all

fronts!  References : "The Naked Communist" by W. Cleon Skousen, a former FBI special agent); (available as free .pdf) pages 259-262

lists the 45 goals Communists intend to achieve. (and they are almost there!) and "How the Specter of Communism is ruling our world",

Vol. 1 & 2 (published by The Epoch Times) and "U.S. Army Field Manual Psychological Operations, Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures"

(439 pages) and "U.S. Army Field Manual Psychological Operations, Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures" (439 pages)
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Gardenbear
Joined On 5/17/2012 7:19:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please, everyone that is reading this, share this article as much as possible! It is great that Dr. Mercola has brought this essential

information to light, it is up to all of us to help spread the word.
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Joined On 4/10/2010 9:07:38 AM
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In Europe, we have more and more people talking about using the HIV molecules in the mRNA vaccines: Pr. Luc Montagnier, who just

passed, had warned everyone, and Prince Harry is urging all the vaccinated people to get tested for HIV. Do you have anything that would

concur with this and which vaccines would this concern?
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teenaraindroptexas.com
Joined On 9/3/2020 5:55:20 PM
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This Session is AMAZONING! Interestingly- after Attorney Rentz' testimony regarding the Dept of Defense database- a data base that

MANY researchers us as the gospel for their own reference and research,,,,, the DOD has "updated" the data for 2016 through 2020- so

either the 4 years of Data was corrupted and DOD is inept and lied to the world researchers- or the Whistle Blower information is TRUE!

Cannot have both!
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luccim
Joined On 2/7/2012 10:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why isn’t this front page news? And why are the recommendations not being implemented? These are crimes against humanity and the

ones committing them should get the death penalty.
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Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This top down approach to medicine formed by people or animals who seem to have no interest in patient outcomes below have

somehow convinced hospitals to comply and lead to the denouncing of outcome driven MD's. This approach of removing doctor's

freedom to treat according to outcomes and then ousting them and slandering indicates the deep inguence over hospital management

and their inability to handle the process. Time will tell if patient outcomes continues to be ignored or perhaps forgotten and if the wrong

incentives continue to be enacted. I see no problem for people to be rewarded for good results but for poor results it sends the wrong

message and enforces that behavior continuing. But them again I am assuming that saving lives was the result wanted and not mammon.
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There’s nothing more sacred to the implementation of the New World Order agenda — WORLDWIDE — than the meteoric military

deployment of 5G and subsequent build-out of the Internet of Things (IoT). Make no mistake about it: The activation of a major 5G energy

grid in a megalopolis like Wuhan City will inevitably have HUGE health and environmental impacts. The second they gipped the switch on

5G in Wuhan, the entire populace was immediately exposed to extremely harmful electromagnetic frequencies and microwave radiation.

In point of fact, the speciQc radio-frequency signal ranges and microwave radiation output necessary to power up a working 5G power

grid are well known to be inordinately unsafe and dangerous to human health.    stateofthenation.co
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This once classiQed scientiQc report was prepared by the U.S. Army Medical Intelligence and Service Agency, ONce of the Surgeon

General and published in March of 1976. That means, the U.S. Federal Government has known that the electromagnetic

frequencies and microwave radiation necessary to establish a 5G power grid are extremely dangerous to human health and quite

damaging to the environment. This also indicates that the Trump administration has zealously promoted the ongoing military

deployment of 5G across the country in spite of overwhelming evidence of being exceedingly unsafe to every man, woman and

child (and pet). themillenniumreport.com/2019/08/military-intel-report-proves-governmen..  stateofthenation2012.com
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>>>>  stateofthenation2012.com  <<<5G Super-Hotspots: You better know where the “kill zones” are located!
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5G WEAPONRY: Microwave Technology Deployed as Depopulation Warfare, Full Spectrum Dominance & Total Human Control

stateofthenation2012.com
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downbythesea
Joined On 8/31/2007 12:30:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Senator Johnson's covid round table: what a brilliant exposé. Every single thing that has, over the last two years, been exposed by the so

called "conspiracy theorists" and ridiculed, is exposed herein as truth. These doctors and virologists are my heroes. It is such a pleasure

and joy to listen to their honesty, integrity, their vast wealth of knowledge, and their moral efforts to treat the sick. Corporatization of

medicine has destroyed medicine and you will hear that within this video. Why not; since it has already happened to farming, to property

ownership, to every aspect of our lives. Our very existence has been monetized.
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scraps
Joined On 12/21/2010 3:45:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big Drug gotta go down, soon, now!!!
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Joined On 2/1/2008 2:33:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

‘Virus’ is cover for what was/is going on in the Qnancial markets and it is being done on purpose. Yes, ‘Virus’ also help$ Big Pharma, and

depopulates as well! thephilosophicalsalon.com/a-self-fulQlling-prophecy-systemic-collapse..
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Joined On 5/11/2007 5:19:49 PM
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This video explains what is and was killing Covid patients. The hospitals are given Blanket ammunity as long as they treat the patients

with the poison the CDC and NIH tell them to give to the patients, and now they want an extension, so they can keep killing patients and

raking in the money. Florida Hospitals Allowed To Kill People Until 2023 (other States to follow) Everyone, go to any site that Ron

DeSantis has and tell him to veto this bill, at least we can try to save Florida...

rumble.com/vuiyw9-gorida-hospitals-allowed-to-kill-people-until-2023...
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JohnJohn20
Joined On 4/12/2013 1:15:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hitler was defeated by spiritual warfare. The Americans at the battle of New Orleans back in the early 1800’s were hugely outnumbered

and outgunned by the British. But, there was a group of nuns who were praying and fasting for the defeat of the British. There was a

prayer group in England that was fasting and praying for the removal of Stalin back in the early 1950’s. George Washington sought Devine

guidance in driving out the British. Ghandi used spiritual warfare. Joan of Arc used spiritual warfare to win battles against the English.

Elijah destroyed the power of Jezebel through spiritual warfare. When you have no military weapons, no judicial power, no political

representation, you always have the power of visualization, mantras, fasting, prayer, meditation, and rituals to Qght evil.
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divine. . .Gandhi
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Su where is the World's Great "News" medias???  how come BBC or CBS or FOX and the rest the liars at??? just MORE proof all you watch

on 'Da TV News" is mostly made up LIES and faked bullsh!t....LIE after Lie...over and over again...and if its told to you lots you will start to

believe it to be true..and you will tell the LIE to someone else ...now all these 'Lies' ,are imaginaed to be true................yadayadayad Covid

deaths are at 78,675,836,767.791.7724.6524.  and Omicron is 21 and Vocronski virus is 7655;.875.8754566
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OAN tells it as honestly as they can. They struggle as a result. They're being cancelled by AT&T.
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www.verywellmind.com/is-someone-gaslighting-you-4147470  What Is Gaslighting and How Does The Media Use it to Distort Our

Reality?  >>> visionlaunch.com/what-is-gaslighting-and-how-does-the-media-use-it-to-..  PREPARE FOR THE ULTIMATE

GASLIGHTING  >>> www.ashtarcommandcrew.net/proQles/blogs/prepare-for-the-ultimate-gasl..  "ere’s nothing more sacred to the

implementation of the New World Order agenda — WORLDWIDE — than the meteoric military deployment of 5G and subsequent

build-out of the Internet of Things (IoT)."" >>    stateofthenation.co   Wuhan City was established as an oNcial 5G Demonstration

Zone in 2019.

The Chinese government planned on using that major metropolis as a showcase for all the ‘dazzling’ beneQts that a 5G energy grid

is supposed to offer wireless IT users. Then they planned on setting up Wuhan City as an urban gagship for the Internet of Things.

Make no mistake about it: The activation of a major 5G energy grid in a megalopolis like Wuhan City will inevitably have HUGE

health and environmental impacts.

The second they gipped the switch on 5G in Wuhan, the entire populace was immediately exposed to extremely harmful

electromagnetic frequencies and microwave radiation. In point of fact, the speciQc radio-frequency signal ranges and microwave

radiation output necessary to power up a working 5G power grid are well known to be inordinately unsafe and dangerous to human

health.
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM
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Dr. David Martin said "if you Love Freedom, share this!" This is why Trudeau won't back down...$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

https://youtu.be/IH0Cd7ETges
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Access and preservation of your research is Great News.
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ktjane
Joined On 8/15/2021 8:22:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a must watch for every politician, every health care professional, every mom, dad, every family member. The truth has been

suppressed for far too long.
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

STOP the PASSPORTS As #1 Priority: Please consider forwarding to your network. I respect Catherine Austin Fitts so much for her

Qnancial information… and this is a perfect way for us on the ground to thwart the passports and the infrastructure that the passport is a

door for.  home.solari.com/22-ways-to-stop-vaccine-id-passports-in-2022-and-why-w..
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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Have they been able to show that using already available treatments such as Ivermectin, Hydroxychloraquine, zinc, Vitamins C & D is

actually harming anyone? How many people receiving these treatments have survived? And have they done the same with intubation,

vaccination and Rimdisivir? Since when should the government be telling doctors how to do their job? And why should people with major

congicts of interest such as Fauci, Gates, and those running Big Pharma be given the authority to advise our government on Covid

protocal? I know, I know, just follow the money trail.
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's the power of declaring a pandemic. Under the declaration of a pandemic, your elected oNcials suddenly have dictator-like

powers. They can inforce mandates that will increase the proQts of those who pay the most money to their election campaigns. To

all the greedy dictator wantabes, it's a very lucrative opportunity. They get endless campaign funding that guarantees their

reelection and Big Pharma makes out like bandits! "You scratch my back and I'll scratch yours". It's the biggest gaw in our capitalist

democracy. It's never going to change unless lobbying is outlawed. Campaign contributions have to have limitations.

Laws have to be passed that will put any elected oNcial caught doing favors for a campaign contributor in prison. It is the main

reason Trump didn't accept contributions from all the big money corporations. He didn't want to be persuaded by coporate

corruption (money). Anytime someone like PQzer offers a huge campaign contributions they expect "FAVORS" in return after their

candidate gets in oNce. It's very corrupt. Most of the Senators and Congressmen would never run for election if it weren't for all

the money they get from private interests groups and insider trading tips.
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Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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Arlen1, I couldn't agree more, campaign contributions are exactly the same thing as bribes. In addition, our politicians spend far

too much of their time collecting these bribes instead of doing the job they were chosen and paid to do.
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sunbowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM
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Tom Z of We The People Convention (based in Ohio) had Qrst made the video available almost right after it has taken place.  Not to pat

myself on the back, but i listened to it over 2 days to the entire almost 5.5 hours worth of testimony given. Everyone in the world needs to

listen to this.  Being a follower of Dr. Mercola, and being leery of Big Pharma and mistrusting of allopathic medicine anyways i already

knew that i wasn't going to take anything that they had put out as a new "vax."  I have never taken a gu shot ever; wasn't about to take this

jab.  Senator Johnson has sent a letter to the DoD after hearing testimony from Attorney Tom Renz (from Ohio again, Yay! I'm an Ohioan,

can you tell? lols) who is representing the three whistleblowers of the injured personnel who got the Covid19 jabs.  He has put the DoD on

notice on behalf of these injured people.  I hope and pray that they get justice and relief behind this.
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Joined On 11/17/2021 10:41:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Public health loves to report data by “vaccination status” as a way to hide numbers on natural immunity. We need to demand reporting by

“immune status,” which subdivides the unvaccinated category into two groups: 1) unvaccinated with no prior covid (no immunity), and 2)

unvaccinated with prior covid (natural immunity).
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Absolutely!!!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No Kidding! It would blow all other statistics out of the water. Most of the US has caught at least one of the variants whether they

were vaccinated or not. By acknowledging they have better immunity than the vaccinated would end all the vaccines and vaccine

mandates. It appears other countries have began moving in that direction.
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Nuremberg 2 is way overdue!
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patriciamsmith
Joined On 12/29/2020 9:44:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Come on out to SC.www.wspa.com/news/state-news/sc-ag-issues-opinion-on-the-legality-of-d..
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Thank you.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The live stream debate between Drs. Bridle, Hodkinson, & Alexander & three Canadian health oNcials that was supposed to take place at

the Canadian Parliament yesterday (2/11/22) did not happen, as the Canadian health oNcials did not show up. Instead, it turned into a

panel discussion with a Q&A. If you would like to hear it, here is the link. It is about 2.5 hrs.

rumble.com/vuow7f-live-doctors-ready-to-debate-the-science.html
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I watch this entire discussion on OAN! This alone will cause people to wake up and hear the truth. I got Covid in Dec. took cattle/swine

ivermectin and got well quick! Many of my friends have also! Thank God the the truth is coming out!
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It's very simple. COVID deaths are the result of the wrong treatment. For instance, intubation with oxygen added to ambient air. Call it the

Cuomo guillotine. One doesn't add oxygen to oxidant, ingammatory enzymes like phospholipase A2 and xanthine oxidase. Oxygen

increases ingammatory, enzyme kinetics, free radical cascades, and pile-ups in the morgue. Treatment has been so wrong that it raises

the question of whether an agenda has been in play. To get rid of Trump and to make a killing on experimental injections. “Elementary, my

dear Watson.” Thank Democrats next November.
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Dr McCullough is saying that we have to treat in the Qrst 72 hours. I have known for probably 10 years that with Shingles, you need to

start on the drugs within 72 hours.  How can we be so stupid?
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Stupid? This has been 100% "intentional" and everyone knows it yet not ONE of these perps has been held to REAL account. Why

would the "stupid" end if no one is ever held accountable and allowed to be continually stupid?
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There's a reason everyone calls this a plandemic. The goal was the "great reset" and the transferring of all money to the richest of

the rich. The whole world turns into China. It never had anything to do with a virus, infections, treatments, or vaccines. It was all

about power and control. Once everyone understands this, the rest of the ilogical policies and decisions suddenly make sense.

Humans are most acceptable to government over reach and loss of freedom when they are SCARED TO DEATH! Your government

promises you a return to normal as long as you give up all your freedom and liberty. When you do this you never get it back.
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You can get the vaccine to get the passport but disable its harmful effects as below. Copy and share it to everyone. Underground

Students at Stanford University devised 3 ways to disable FORCED/UNWANTED vaccinations. 1) D.I.Y Low voltage method. Use 2 wet

sponges attached to a 6 volt battery for at least 30 to 60 mins with injection site between the wet sponges. Do it immediately after

injection as soon as possible. See how to make this in 5 minutes at:- https://groups.io/g/germkiller  2) Use medium volt method by using

a tens device/muscle massager on continuous pulses at injection site for at at least 30 to 60 minutes.

See video.  www.youtube.com/watch  3) Use a higher voltage method. Use a mosquito bite zapper at injection site immediately for at

least 3 minutes Apply immediately to injection site and apply at least 3 dozen clicks. See video:-  www.youtube.com/watch  It is theorized

that electric current causes micro electrolysis in the body guids and free radical/ions can combine with the vaccine and reduce it's

potential to cause harm. It is theorized that high voltages denatures the spike proteins in the vaccine.

You can buy the buttergy tens device/massager and mosquito insect zapper on Amazon/ebay for around $5. Use out of sight of the

MEDICAL MAFIA so you can get your vaccine passport. USE ANY OR ALL AT YOUR OWN RISK. DO YOU UNDERSTAND? NO MEDICAL

ADVICE OFFERED. Also high dose vitamin D in the range of 50000 i.u. daily plus co-factors starting from 3 weeks before the jab and

continuing for at least 3 weeks after will nullify the harmful side effects of the forced vaccines. You may study below to minimize harm

from vaccines. vitamindwiki.com/COVID-19+treated+by+Vitamin+D ...
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The vitamindwiki page you provided appears to have been removed …
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